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ABSTRACT 

Three results'are presented: (1) The semi-leptonic branching ratio of the 
A- has been measured at SPEAR to be B(A+ -t- e+X) = (4.5 ± 1.7)%. (2> Properties 
of x-pair production have been measured at PEP at /§ = 29 GeV: o TT/aQ E D = 
0.97± 0.05+0.06; the forward-backward asymmetry is A T T » (-3.5*5.0)%; inclusive 
branching ratios are B(T * 1 Prong) = (86 + 4)%, B(T * 3 Prongs) = (14 ±4)2, 
B(T + 5 Prongs) < 0.62 (952 C.L.). (3) A search has been performed for the pair 
production of charged, point-like, spin 0 particles. The existence of such 
particles can be ruled out at a 902 confidence level for 3 < M < 10 GeV/c^ and 
branching ratio into hadrons £ 902. 

(Presented at the XVIICh Rencontre de Moriond: Electroweak Interactions and 
Grand Unified Theories, Les Arcs, France, March 14-20, 1982.) 

* Work supported in part by the Department of Energy, 
and W-7405-ENG-48. 

contracts DE-AC03-76SFOOS15 
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INTRODUCTION 
The results of three studies by the Hark II collaboration1) are presented. 

First, from our continuing analysis af SPEAK data, is a measurement2) of the 
semi-leptonic branching ratio of the charmed baryon A.. Second is a study3) of 
the characteristics of T-pair production at PEP. third is the search4) for 
charged, point-like, spin 0 particles. The Hark II detector has been described 
elsewhere5) and will not be discussed here. 

SEMI-LEPTONIC BRANCHING RATIO OF TEE A 
c 

&2|gt The production of the A c charmed baryon in e +e" annihilation and its decay 
Rutto several hadronic modes have been clearly established.6) He report here 
evidence for the observation of A c semi-leptonic decay. This evidence is based 
on measurements of direct electron production in baryon events at center-of-mass 
energies above and below the threshold for charmed baryon pair production. The 
data sample was taken at center-of-mass energies from 4.5 to 6.8 GeV and repre
sents an integrated luminosity of 13700 ntT 1. Data taken at lower energies 
(primarily at the i/(36B5)5, representing an integrated luminosity of 4300 no"*1, 
are used Co verify the absence of baryon associated direct electrons below the 
A c threshold. Two separate baryon event samples are used ~ events containing 
an antiproton and events containing a A or A. Events containing a proton and 
not an antiproton are excluded to reduce the background from beam-gas inter
actions. The p and p are identified by time-of-flight (TOF), with a somewhat 
looser cut for those baryons which are A or A decay products. The background 
of p-tjns and kaons mieidentified as baryons is estimated to be less than 52. 
The A (X) are identified from reconstruction of their on** (pn ) decay modes. 
Background under the A peak due to beam-gas protons is reduced to the 20Z level 
with a cut (4 s 0) on the total charge of those A events which do not contain 
an identified p. The background under the A peak is very small. The overall 
p and A, S detection efficiencies are 6GZ and IS? (including the pir branching 
ratio) respectively. 

Electrons are identified by TOF in the momentum range 100-300 MeV/c, by TOF 
and shower characteristics in the lead-liquid argon (LA) electromagnetic calori
meter in the range 300-500 MeV/c, and by LA alone in the range 500-1200 MeV/c. 
The electron selection criteria are chosen Co give clean electron identification, 
with as little contamination by wisidentified pions as possible! at the expense 
of a relatively low electron detection efficiency. This efficiency is deduced 
in two independent ways: (1) from a sample of real electrons arising from photon 
pair conversion, and (2) from a sample of Hbnte Carlo generated electron showers. 
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Fig. 1. Electron identification 
efficiency (a) and piop misidenti-
ficatlon probability (b) for parti
cles entering the fiducial volume 
of Che LA shower counters. 

The results are In reasonable agreement. The measured efficiency as a function 
of momentum is shown in Fig, 1. The fractional uncertainty In the electron 
detection efficiency is estimated co be less than S%. 

The major background Is the rais-
ldentification of charged pions as 
electrons, Samples of r»al pions, taken 
from reconstructed $ and t' events 
W •* ilraNr* and ^ + 2(n+n~)it° or 
3(n Tr-)ir°), are used to determine the 
momentum dependent probabilities of 
misidentifying n - as electrons. These 
probabilities, shown In Fig. 1, are used 
to calculate the number of misldentifled 
pions included in the electron sample. 
Uncertainties in the pion misidentifica-
tion probabilities are estimated at 1% 

overall, based on the statistics of the 
samples of known pions from which they 
are determined. 

The only other significant background arises from electron-positron pairs, 
produced either by photon conversions in the material between the beam and the 
drift chamber or by Dalitz decays of ir°'s. Most e +e" pairs are removed either 
by an invariant mass cut or by a visual scan If one of the electrons was detected 
but not tracked by the drift chamber. A statistical subtraction is necessary to 
correct for the remaining e e~ pairs in which one electron is completely un
detected. The number of electrons from this source was calculated by Monte Carlo, 
with the n° population taken as half of the it- population at each momentum. 
Unidentified e +e~ pairs are the dominant background at very low electron momenta, 
but are a negligible background above 300 MeV/c. 

The results of the search for direct electrons below and above the Jlc 

threshold are shown in Table I. The raw e" count excludes those electrons front 
recognized y conversions and w° Dalits decays. The backgrounds from misidencifled 
pions and from unidentified electron pairs are listed separately. Below A c 

threshold, the electron rate in haryon events is consistent with rero, while 
above threshold, independent signals are present at the 2.6a level in both the 
p and Che A, X samples. The probability of obtaining such signals if there is 
actually no direct electron contribution is less than 10"*. 

We attribute the baryon-electron events to charmed baryon pair production 
and subsequent aeml-leptonic decay. Charmed baryon-chamed meson associated 
production is assumed to be negligible.7' Events with nisldentlfled baryons in 
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TABLE I. Direct electron signal In baryon events. 

Ee.«. < 4.5 GeV Ec.m. > 4.5 GeV 
9992 p 1499 A.A 5209 p 757 A,A 

raw e 613 ± 25 58 + 8 440 + 21 73 4 9 
IT" bgnd 424 ± 22 51 ±3 287 ± 14 39 ±2 
e" bgnd 144 ± 16 19 + 2 64 + 8 12 ±1 
net e" *5±37 - 12 ±8 69 ±26 22 + 9 
corrected e 105 ± 86 - 32+23 170 ± 64 52 4 21 

which the electrons actually arise from charmed meson senl-leptonic decay contri-. 
bute at most 10X of the observed signal in the p events, and much less in the 
A, I eventsi 

He estimate the charmed baryon content of the proton and lambda samples from 
previous measurements of inclusive p and A prcduction, R(p) and R(A), as functions 
of energy,9) which show clear steps near the charmed baryon threshold. The frac
tion of p or A events due to charmed baryon production is taken as the increase 
in R(p) or R(A) relative to the base value of R(p) or R(A) below the charmed 
beryon threshold. Averaged over the center-of-mass energy distributions of the 
baryon data samples, the resulting fractions are AR(p)/R(p) » 0.45 ±0.07 and 
AR(A)/R(A) » 0,5710.14. The fraction of charmed baryon decays leading to a 
proton (rather than a neutron) in the final state is taken to be 7(p) - 0.6 ±0.1." 
The fraction of charmed baryon decays leading to a lambda in the final state is 
then F(A) « [AR(A)/AR(p>]F(p) •= 0.17±0.06. The above numbers are based on the 
assumption that the observed increases in H(p) and R(A) above the charmed baryon 
threshold are due entirely to charmed baryon production. If part of the 
increases are unassociated with charm, the true branching ratios will be 
correspondingly larger than those calculated below. 

Since charmed baryons emit positrons, the inclusive branching ratio 
BR(AC -+ eX) can be obtained from baryon-eleccron and antibaryon-positron events, 
with the observed baryon serving only as a tag for a charmed baryon event. 
Semi-inclusive branching ratios BR(AC •+ peX) and BR(AC •*• A°eX) can be obtained 
from baryon—pouitron and antibaryon-eleetron events. 

The resultant senl-leptonic branching ratios of the chained baryon are 
BR(A+ * e+X) - (4.2 + 2.0)1 from the p-e + sample and BR(A* * e+3t) - (S.5±3.5)X 
from the A W 1 - , A-e~ sample. Averaging these two results gives: 

BR(A*+e +X) - (4.5+1.7)2 . 
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The semi-inclusive branching ratios are: 

BR(A+ •* pe +X) = (1-8 ± 0.9)% 
and 

BR(A+ * A°e+X) = fl.l± 0.8)5! . 

Protons from A decay are Included In BR(A * peX), and lambdas from £ decay are 
included in BR(A •* A CeX). The Cabibbo favored semi-leptonic charm decay has the 
isospin selection rule [il| = 0, and hence the hadronic decay products are 
expected to have isospin 0. The simplest way In which this might occur, namely 
through Che mode A°e v, does not seem to be dominant. 

The inclusive semi-leptonic branching ratio of the A can be combined with 
the measured A lifetime to determine the A semi-leptonic decay rate. Using the 
world average lifetime 1 0' t(AJ = (2.9 + „" a) * 10 sec, we obtain r<A„ •+ eX) «• 

11 1 -u.o c 
(1.6 ± 0,8} x 10 sec , in good agreement with a theoretical calculation of 
r(Ac + eX) «= (1.9±0.S) x 10 1 1 sec - 1. 1 1) 

PRODUCTION OF T-PAIRS AT PEP 

The T-pair studies and the elementary scalar search were performed with the 
Mark II detector operating at PEP at a center-of-mass energy of 29 GeVi The data 
correspond to an integrated luminosity of 14.A pb~ . In the reaction e +e" •* T + T ~ , 
collinear T'S are produced with the energy of the beam and decay with low multi
plicity. Thus T production gives events with two low mass, low multiplicity, 
baek-to-back jets, '.'.o reduce systematic errors due to uncertainties in 
branching fractions, events are selected on the basis of these topological 
characteristics, and dependence on specific decay modes is avoided. 

The particles in each event are divided into two groups by the plane per
pendicular to the thrust axis and the following requirements are made: 
(1) 1 to 3 charged particles in each group, 
(2) total energy (charged + neutral) 2 E c /4, 
(3) each group has an invariant mass < 2 GeV/c , 
(4) all the charged particles In at least one group have momentum < 8 GeV/c, 
(5) the highest momentum particle in at least one of the groups has momentum 

above 2 GeV/c, enters the liquid argon fiducial volume, and deposits an 
energy less than 30% of its momentum, 

(6) both groups cannot contain exactly one particle that is a muon with 
momentum above 2 GeV/c, 

(7) for the highest momentum particle in each group, the T0F is within 3 ns 
of the expected time, 
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(8) the difference in total charge between the two groups Is not zero, and 
(9) the acollinearity angle between the two groups is < 50°. 
Criteria (1) and (3) reject hadronic events; criterion (2) rejects two photon 
events; criterion (4) rejects u-pair events; criterion (5) rejects Bhabha events; 
criterion (6) rejects e +e" + e +e"u +u" and u-pair events; and criterion (7) 
rejects cosmic rays. Criterion (8) is necessary to determine which group of 
particles came from the T . Criterion (?) prevents higher order QED corrections 
from being too large. 

There are 470 t-f-air events satisfying the above criteria. Several correc
tions are applied to these data. From Bhabha events, it is determined that 
(I) the TOF system Is 98.0 t0.2% efficient (the inefficiency is primarily due to 
cracks between the counters), (2) the charged particle trigger is 98.6 + 0.2% 
efficient, and (3) the total energy trigger is 98.4 + 0.22 efficient. 

A Monte Carlo program is used to determine the detector response to r-pair 
events and to possible background?. Raw data generated by the Monte Carlo is 
processed by the same tracking, vertexing, and filtering routines used for the 
actual data. The simulation of the detector includes electromagnetic and 
hadronic interactions in the material surrounding the interaction region. For 
the efficiency calculation and comparison of the data with QED, a Monte Carlo 
event generator12' of order a^ is used. 

The backgrounds in the i-pair sample are given in Table II; sources not listed 
have been calculated to be negligible. The backgrounds are determined from Monte 
Carlo simulations, but have been verified with the data where possible. The 
calculation of the u-pair and e e ~ u u ~ backgrounds is confirmed by a rise in the 
2 prong acoplanarlty13' distribution at very small angles (< 1°). Events with 

o 
the invariant mass of one group of particles between 2 and 3 GeV/c confirm the 
hadronic background• The other backgrounds in Table II are small and reliably 
calculated. 

TABLE II. Background contributions to T-pair events. 

Background Source Fraction of Signal (%) 

e +e~ + e +e~ 0.3 ± 0.3 
* u +p- 1.6 ± 0.2 
* hadrons 4.3 ± 1.3 

6.1 ± 0.6 
0.9 t 0.1 
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To study the multiplicity distribution from t decays, the selection criteria 
were relaxed to allow up to 5 charged particles from each T. Tite background 
subtracted multiplicity distribution (Fig. 2) shows that the T decays primarily 
to 1 or 3 charged particles. Without background subtraction, there are 6T 
candidates with 5 charged particles; however, 7.6 ± 0.6 are expected from y 

conversions in 1 and 3 prong T decays. This yields an upper limit of 
BCT + 5 prongs) < 0.6% (952 C.L.). 

To account properly for Y conversions 
and particle detection efficiencies in 
determining the produced T decay multipli
city distribution, an unfold method11*' was 
used. Only the 1, 2 and 3 prong decays 
were included in the fit, which gives 
B(T * 1 prong) » 86 ± 4 ± 1% and 
B(T •* 3 prongs) = 14 ± 4 ± 1%. The systematic 
error is due to uncertainties in the back
ground multiplicity distribution. This 
value of B(T •* I prong) is higher than 
either the world average15^ of 68± 10X or 
a recent TASSO measurement16> of 76 ±6%. 
The discrepancy might be due to earlier 
experiments not correcting for y conver
sions as the unfold method properly does. 
The 3 prong inclusive branching fraction 
is consistent with a Mark I measurement17' 

800 -
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1 i • 

400 - -

200 - --
• 

-

1 
* , " f = i - = — 0 1 1 , " f = i - = — 

0 2 4 6 
MULTIPLICITY 

Fig. 2. Observed ? decay multi
plicity distribution. The solid 
histogram is the result of an 
unfold fit. 

of B(T + »"V*Vn»°) » 18 ± 72. 
Sources of systematic error on the normalization are summarized in Table III. 

The error due to uncertainties in T branching fractions is determined from the 
efficiency of individual decay modes and the errors on their measured 
rates.I')tl8) Tau-pair events are lost due to interaction of pions in the 
liquid argon shower counters, since tight cuts are used to eliminate Bhabha 
events. The Monte Carlo simulates pion interactions using energy deposition 
distributions obtained from a c?.ean, hand-selected sample of T * 3irv decays. 
Varying the predicted 60% pion identification efficiency from 50% to 70% changes 
the T-pair efficiency by ±2.42. The a (JED calculation is checked by comparing 
the observed and predicted acollinearity distributions (Fig. 3), The contribu-
tlon of a QED terms to the T-palr cross section has been estimated in Table III 
simply by squaring the a correction. 
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Table III 
Systematic errors in T-pair normalization. 

1000 

Source Brror CO 
Luminosity 
T Branching fractions 
Interacting IT'S 
Higher order (JED 
Backgrounds 
Monte carlo Statistics 

3.0 
2.8 
2.4 
1.9 
1.7 
0.8 

Total 5.5 

Fig. 3. Acollinearity angle dis
tribution for T-pair events. The 
curve is the prediction of QED to 
order a'. 

In contrast to the normalisation, 
the angular asymmetry has very small 
uncertainties. Only detector biases 
which are both charge and polar angle 
dependent can cause systematic changes 
in the asymmetry. The trigger and 
detection efficiencies and the momentum resolution have been measured vith Bhabha 
events and are independent of the particle charge and polar angle within the 
central region of the detector. The dominant errors in the asymmetry measurement 
come from Monte Carlo statistics and possible o* Q.ED -.ontributions. The 
asymmetry expected1^) from QED is +0.3% within the Hark II acceptance. 

The total cross section normalized to the small angle luminosity monitor3) 
agrees well with the predictions of QED: 

- 0.97 ± 0.05 ± 0.05 . 
The T-pair angular distribution is shawn 
In Fig. 4. The polar angle S is defined 
to be the angle between the thrust axis, 
taken in the direction of the more posi
tive group of particles, and the positron 
bean direction. Monte Carlo studies show 
that the thrust axis reproduces the T 
direction within ~5°. The x-pair angular 
distribution, Tig. 4, shows good agree
ment with the predictions of QED. 

Fig. 4. Angular distributions for To lowest order in all coupling 
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section i s : 1 9 ^ 

§ " £ [ r 1 a + cos2e) + F2cose] 

*i - i + R8v 

F 2 = 2KB* 

/Sep _ £ 
2»a /•„ „ 2 ( s - m 2 . ) 

where 9 is the polar scattering angle, g v and g a are the vector and axial-vector 
neutral current couplings, G F is the Fermi coupling, m 2 is the iiass of the Z , 
and s is the sauare of the center-of-mass energy. R was calculated in the limit 

2 m z •*• •, which underestimates g by -10% if m^ = 9U GeV. In general, g v and gfl 

can be different for the electron, muon, and tau. Allowing for this, each g" is 
e V 

actually g g . 
The weak neutral current couplings have been determined by doing a maximum 

likelihood fit of the absolutely normalized angular distribution to predictions 
3 

of a QED modified by weak effects. For the normalization, the systematic errors 
in Table III are included as an additional term in :he likelihood function. The 
results of the fit arc; 

8a 8a = °- 1 ? * ° - " 

£ e l ~ 0.16 ± 0.26 . 

The error on gf has rougl.ly equal statistical and systematic components. These 
results are In agreement with the expectations of the standard model 2 0' which 
predicts gjj - 0.25 and g^ = 0.002 for s i n 2 ^ =• 0.23± 0.01. 2 1 j However, at the 
present level of statistics, these values also agree with the absence of weak 
effects (gy " 8 a " 0>» 

SEARCH FOR ELEMENTARY (PSEUDO) SCAURS 

In currently accepted gauge theories of weak interactions,20^ fermlons and 
gauge bosons acquire masses from spontaneous symmetry breaking. This is achieved 
through fundamental Higgs fields or composite scalar fields (technicolor 
theories. 2^) The standard Model has only one physical, neutral Higgs boson, 
whose couplings to fernlons are proportional to the fermion mass. Other models 
may have additional, charged Higge bo?-?as, uhose couplings are not as rigidly 
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fixed as In the minimal model. Dynamical symmetry breaking models introduce a 
new strong Interaction at a scale of ~I TeV, which results in a rich spectrum 
of pseudo-Goldstone bosons 2 3) (technipions) some of which are expected to have 
masses of a few <SeV. No Bigg? boson or cechnipion, charged or neutral, has yet 
been observed. 

We have search for charged Biggs particles or technipions (hereafter 
referred to as a Higgs and represented by H*) at PEP. Higgs pairs are assumed 
to be produced via the reaction 

with a cross section of 

+ -e e -* H V 

da « 2 
a 

3 2 B s in 6 
dn 

« 
3s 

where 6 is the velocity of the Higgs in units of the speed of light. Ihe Higgs 
is assumed to decay to the heaviest fermions possible, either heavy quarks or 
the heavy lepton T. Two cases have been considered: (I) both Higgs decay to 
TV and (2) one Higgs decays to hadrons and the other to TV . 

Ihe characteristics expected from Higgs pair production are calculated from 
a Monte Carlo simulation program which produces a pair of Higgs according to the 
differential cross section given above. When a Higgs decays to a cs pair, the 
quarks are hadronized by a standard Feynman-Field program. The only property of 
the hadronic decay of the Higgs which Is crucial to this analysis is the charged 
multiplicity distribution. The average charged multiplicity of a Higgs decay in 
the Honte Carlo agrees with fe e~ results at an equivalent energy. The rest of 
the analysis is based on the kinematics of producing particle pairs and not on 
the details of quark fragmentation into hadrons. If the Higgs decays to iv * 
the X Is allowed to decay according to the measured branching ratios. 

To search for events in which both Higgs decay to TV , the previously 
selected T-pair events are examined for extra missing transverse momentum from 
the Hlggs decay. In the plane perpendicular to the beam, the axis is chosen 
relative to which the transverse nomentum is equal for the two groups of 
particles. This cotnon transverse momentum is given by 

PT 
| Cp^pp-S) 

I <Pi*P2)xSl 
where z is the unit vector in the beam direction. The observed Pj distribution 
(Fig. 5) is well fit by the T-pair Monte Carlo and no evidence for Kiggs-pair 
production is seen. The data are fit to a sum of the T-pair Honte Carlo and the 
Hlggs Honte Carlo for various masses of the Higgs-with the branching ratio of 
the Higgs into T*S as the only free parameter. The 90S C.L. limits are shown by 
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curve I of Fig. 6; the left boundary of curve I Is at the T nass. The existence 
of a charge Hlggs with mass less than m and couplings proportional to mass Is 
excluded by the measured properties of the t, such as the equality of the muonic 
and electronic decay rates. 

t0.5 -

Fig. 5. PT distribution for T-pair 
events. The solid curve is the ex
pectation for T-pair production. The 
dashed curved is the expectation For 
a Higgs with mass 7 GeV/c2 and 
B(H + T V T ) » 1. 

* 10 
% (GeVrt:*) 

fig. 6. Excluded regions (90Z C.L.) 
for events in which both Higgs 
decays to TV T (curve I) or one Higgs 
decays to hadrons and the other to 
TV (curve II). 

To look for events In which one Uiggs decays to hadrons and the other to 
TV , events uith one charged particle (from the t) opposite a multiprong jet are 
selected. The particles in each event are divided into two groups by the plane 
perpendicular to the thrust axis the following criteria applied: 

(1) E t o t > /s/4 (charged + neutral energy), 
(2) one group of particles has exactly one charged track, less than 

three photons, and an invariant mass < 2 GeV/c , 
(3) the other group of particles has at least three charged pscticles, 

any number of photons, and invariant mass greater than 2 CeV/c » and 
(4) events are rejected if the most energetic particle in both groups is 

an electron. 

Criterion (1) rejects two photon events, and criterion (4) rejects radiative 
Bhabha events with a gamma conversion In the material surrounding the inter
action region. 

The V- distribution for tue 22 events eting the above criteria is shown 
in F'e. 7. All of the events fall at low F , typical of normal hadronic events. 
The solid curve is the prediction of a Monte Carlo for hadronic production 
normalized by a factor of 0.5 to agree with the observed number of events. The 
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dashed curve shows the expected P~ dis
tribution for a Higgs with mass 7 GeV/c 
and £<H -» hadrons) =« B(H -*• tu t) = P.5. 
The discrimination between Migss produc
tion and the background is at large P~. 
.A cut of P T = 0.6 GeV/c is chosen solely 
from the Monte Carlo curves to maximise 
the statistical significance of a 

potential Iliggs signal for a mass of 
7 GeV/c2 and B<H * hadrons} = B<H * tv t) 
=0.5. Assuming that the Higgs decays 
only to nadrons or to TV , the absence 
of events above P T = 0.6 CeV/c leads to 
limits (90Z C.L.* on branching fractions 
as a. function of mass as shown by curve 
II of Fig. 6, The l=ft boundary is due 
to the Pj spectrum from Higgs decay 
narrowing as the mass is reduced. The 

right boundary Is due to the S threshold term in the production cross section. 

The shape of the excluded region in Fig. 2 is relatively insensitive to the 
P T cut. Increasing the cut to 0.7 GeV/c moves Che left boundary of the excluded 
.-cgion from ~3 GeV/c to ~4 CeV/c2 and changes the rest of the contour very 
little. Decreasing the ? T cut to 0.5 Gev/c has a larger effect due to the 3 
events between 0.5 and 0,6 GeV/c; the excluded region extend* from Mj, = "3.5 to 
-8 GeV/c2 and from B = -»10 to -SOX. The shape of the excluded region in Fig, 6 
is insensitive to whether the Biggs decays to cs, cE, or ud in the Monte Carlo. 

Combining the two cases we can exclude any charged, point-like, spin 0 
particles coupling primarily to heavy fermions and having a mass less than ~10 
CeV/c and a branching fraction to hadron less than ~90Z. 

p_ (GeV/cl 

Fig. 3 . P T distribution for events 
vith 1 prong opposite a mulri-prons 
Jet. The solid curve is the pre-
dictior. of the hadron Monte Carlo 
normalized to the dat.l. The dashed 
curve is the expectation for a Higgs 
with mass 7 GeV/c2 and B(H • hadrons) 
- B(H * T V T ) a 0.5. 
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